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1.

Figure 1

120 cm

A particle of mass 5 kg is attached to one end of two light elastic strings. The other ends of the
strings are attached to a hook on a beam. The particle hangs in equilibrium at a distance 120 cm
below the hook with both strings vertical, as shown in Fig. 1. One string has natural length 100
cm and modulus of elasticity 175 N. The other string has natural length 90 cm and modulus of
elasticity  newtons.
Find the value of .
(5)

2.

Figure 2
A
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A light inextensible string of length 8l has its ends fixed to two points A and B, where A is
vertically above B. A small smooth ring of mass m is threaded on the string. The ring is moving
with constant speed in a horizontal circle with centre B and radius 3l, as shown in Fig. 2. Find
(a) the tension in the string,
(3)
(b) the speed of the ring.
(5)
(c) State briefly in what way your solution might no longer be valid if the ring were firmly
attached to the string.
(1)
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3.

Figure 3
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A child’s toy consists of a uniform solid hemisphere attached to a uniform solid cylinder. The
plane face of the hemisphere coincides with the plane face of the cylinder, as shown in Fig. 3.
The cylinder and the hemisphere each have radius r, and the height of the cylinder is h. The
material of the hemisphere is 6 times as dense as the material of the cylinder. The toy rests in
equilibrium on a horizontal plane with the cylinder above the hemisphere and the axis of the
cylinder vertical.
(a) Show that the distance d of the centre of mass of the toy from its lowest point O is given by
d=

h 2  2hr  5r 2
.
2(h  4r )
(7)

When the toy is placed with any point of the curved surface of the hemisphere resting on the
plane it will remain in equilibrium.
(b) Find h in terms of r.
(3)
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4.

A piston P in a machine moves in a straight line with simple harmonic motion about a point O,
which is the centre of the oscillations. The period of the oscillations is  s. When P is 0.5 m
from O, its speed is 2.4 m s1. Find
(a) the amplitude of the motion,
(4)
(b) the maximum speed of P during the motion,
(1)
(c) the maximum magnitude of the acceleration of P during the motion,
(1)
(d) the total time, in s to 2 decimal places, in each complete oscillation for which the speed
of P is greater than 2.4 m s1.
(5)

5.

A car of mass 800 kg moves along a horizontal straight road. At time t seconds, the resultant
48 000
force acting on the car has magnitude
newtons, acting in the direction of the motion
(t  2) 2
of the car. When t = 0, the car is at rest.
(a) Show that the speed of the car approaches a limiting value as t increases and find this
value.
(6)
(b) Find the distance moved by the car in the first 6 seconds of its motion.
(6)

6.

A light elastic string has natural length 4 m and modulus of elasticity 58.8 N. A particle P of
mass 0.5 kg is attached to one end of the string. The other end of the string is attached to a
vertical point A. The particle is released from rest at A and falls vertically.
(a) Find the distance travelled by P before it immediately comes to instantaneous rest for the
first time.
(7)
The particle is now held at a point 7 m vertically below A and released from rest.
(b) Find the speed of the particle when the string first becomes slack.
(5)
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7.

Figure 4
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Part of a hollow spherical shell, centre O and radius a, is removed to form a bowl with a plane
circular rim. The bowl is fixed with the circular rim uppermost and horizontal. The point A is
the lowest point of the bowl. The point B is on the rim of the bowl and AOB = 120, as shown
in Fig. 4. A smooth small marble of mass m is placed inside the bowl at A and given an initial
horizontal speed u. The direction of motion of the marble lies in the vertical plane AOB. The
marble stays in contact with the bowl until it reaches B. When the marble reaches B, its speed
is v.
(a) Find an expression for v2.
(3)
2

(b) For the case when u = 6ga, find the normal reaction of the bowl on the marble as the
marble reaches B.
(3)
(c) Find the least possible value of u for the marble to reach B.
(3)
The point C is the other point on the rim of the bowl lying in the vertical plane OAB.
(d) Find the value of u which will enable the marble to leave the bowl at B and meet it again at
the point C.
(7)
END
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